Abstract We study static properties and the dynamical structure factor of zero-temperature dilute bosons interacting via a soft-shoulder potential in one dimension. Our approach is fully microscopic and employs state-of-theart quantum Monte Carlo and analytic continuation techniques. By increasing the interaction strength, our model reproduces the Lieb-Liniger gas, the Tonks-Girardeau and the Hard-Rods models.
Introduction
Thanks to the progress achieved in the manipulation of ultracold gases with magneto-optical traps, quasi-one-dimensional systems [1] and systems of Rydberg atoms with a hard-core interaction [2] have been experimentally realized. Rydberg atoms are highly excited electronic states of alkali atoms, with a large size of the electronic cloud. In addition, recent theoretical [3, 4, 5] and experimental [6] efforts have been put in the study of repulsive finite-range interactions with ensembles of dressed Rydberg atoms, which are superpositions of the ground state and the above mentioned excited state, coupled via a two-photon Rabi process of frequency Ω and detuning ∆. Their effective interaction is a soft-shoulder potential, with a flat repulsion up to a radius R C related to the highly excited state, and a Van-der-Waals tail at large distances [7, 4] . Interestingly, quantum cluster phases have been predicted in the high-density and interaction strength regime [3, 4, 5] , also in 1D [8, 9] .
In this paper we show the evolution of static and dynamical properties of such 1D soft bosons in the dilute regime. This allows us to test our methodology, as a preliminary study toward higher densities [10] . Moreover, the calculation of the dynamical structure factor allows for the uncovering of properties which are hardly ascertainable from static observables. Following [4] , we consider a shoulder potential, with length R C and energy E C = 2 /mR C 2 units, where m is the mass, and study the following Hamiltonian in continuous space:
where indexes i, j span all the N particles. In the context of ultracold gases, the interaction strength U can be related to Ω and ∆ [3] . Eq. (1) has to be thought as the effective 1D Hamiltonian which is relevant in an elongated quasi-1D configuration, once the transverse degrees of freedom are reduced to the ground state, due to low temperature and strong trapping (confinement-induced resonance, see [11] ). We verified that the typical transverse confinement size a ⊥ does not affect much the original 3D potential once a ⊥ R C , which is feasible in current experiments, where both a ⊥ and R C are of order of 10 2 nm [12] .
Scattering length
Since we consider a dilute, zero temperature system, interaction effects are well described by the scattering length. In 1D, the two-body scattering solution of short-range potentials can be written as f (r) = cos (k|r| + δ(k)) in the region where the potential is sufficiently suppressed. The phase shift has the expansion δ(k) = − ∂k . Notice that this definition results in a negative 1D scattering length for the repulsive Lieb-Liniger model: V LL (r) = gδ(r), with g = 2 2 /m|a 1D |, which is usually parametrized by the dimensionless coupling γ = 2/n|a 1D | [13] . Moreover, for the hard-rods model, a 1D > 0 is equal to the hard-core radius [14, 15] . For the step potential, defined as V s (x) = V s for x ≤ R s , V s (x) = 0 for x > R s , the analytical form of the scattering length is:
where κ s = mV s R 2 s / 2 . a 1D changes sign at κ 2 s ≃ 1.439 (see Fig. 1 ). For the shoulder potential a 1D is not known analytically, and we resort to a numerical calculation, which we now describe. We solve the two-body Schrödinger equation problem in the [0, l] interval, dividing it into N P subintervals. We use different subinterval lengths: a shorter dr for values of r smaller than 10 (Region I), and a larger interval dr ′ for the farther region (Region II). This choice allows us to have a better precision in Region I. We approximate the kinetic Laplace operator with finite differences and obtain a tridiagonal (N P × N P ) matrix, which is asymmetric at the boundary between regions I and II. We impose two boundary conditions: f ′ (r = 0) = 0, as we want our wave-function f to be symmetric at r = 0, and f (r = l + dr ′ ) = 0, in order to get a node and thus consider the first scattering state. Through a similarity transformation we render the hamiltonian matrix tridiagonal symmetric, and then the diagonalization is exploited through LAPACK libraries [16] . We fit the obtained lowest-energy eigenstate to extract the scattering length for several values of U . The uncertainty in our procedure is found to be of order 10 −3 , by comparing an analogous numerical calculation for the step potential with Eq. (2). The results are shown in Fig. 1 and Table I . For the same strength of the potential and R s = R C , a 1D for the shoulder potential is always greater than for the step potential, due to the longer range; however, by increasing R s /R C it is possible to obtain a scattering length that is larger than R C . The strength of the shoulder potential corresponding to practically a 1D ≃ 0 (Tonks-Girardeau gas [15, 17] ) is U = 1.0903.
Methods
We use the Shadow Path Integral Ground State (SPIGS) [18] algorithm, a quantum Monte Carlo method which performs an evolution in imaginary time of a trial state |Ψ T that has the functional form of the Shadow Wave Function [19] . We simulate from N = 25 to N = 200 particles using periodic boundary conditions in a segment of length L = N/n, where n is the particle number linear density. Since we are interested in the low-density regime, we consider the two-body Jastrow form:
, where x = r (s) for the real (shadow) particles, and x ij = |x i − x j |. The short-range correlation exp [−u(x)/2] is taken to be the solution of the twobody Schrödinger equation with an auxiliary step potential, with the boundary condition that the wave-function has zero derivative at a distanceR < L/2. The parameters V s , R s of the step potential andR are free and need to be optimized. We tune the V s and R s so as to have the same 1D scattering length as for the shoulder potential: typically V s ≃ U , R s ≃ R C ,R ≃ 1/n. The longrange contribution to the Jastrow factors, χ(x), which allows for the correct description of phonons, is taken to be of the Reatto-Chester form [20] :
where, in a purely variational calculation, α should be related to the velocity of sound c by α = 2mc π n [20] , and the terms involving the cut-off k c = 2π/R provide a smooth connection to the short-distance behavior, depending on the exponent β (typically β=2, but we found also useful to set β = 8, which depresses more the long-range contribution). A gaussian kernel, exp
finally couples each real particle to the corresponding shadow one.
In the large U regime, the described analytic Jastrow does not perform well, requiring a long inefficient imaginary-time projection. We thus resort to a numeric Jastrow, which is the solution of the two-body Schrödinger equation in the true shoulder potential. In practice, we use the same algorithm as described in the previous Section, with the only difference that we impose null first derivative at r = L/2. We also disable shadow particles in this regime.
Results
In this study, we consider the system described by the Hamiltonian (1) at low density and for three values of the strength U , representative of three well-known models: the weakly interacting Lieb-Liniger (LL) model [13] , for U = 10 −5 and nR C = 10 −3 , corresponding to a 1D = −95470R C and γ = 0.021, the Tonks-Girardeau (TG) model [17, 15] , for U = 1.0903 and nR C = 10 −3 , corresponding to a 1D = 0 and γ = ∞, and the Hard-Rods (HR) model [14] , for U = 10 3 and nR C = 10 −2 , corresponding to a 1D = 3.801 and na 1D = 0.038. For these systems, we calculate the energy per particle ǫ = E/(N E C ), the pair distribution function g 2 (r) and the static structure factor S(q). Moreover, we evaluate the imaginary-time intermediate scattering function F (q, τ ) = ρ(q, τ )ρ(−q) , where ρ is the density fluctuation operator [21] . We extract the dynamical structure factor from the integral relation F (q, τ ) = e −ωτ S(q, ω)dω. When a parametric model for S(q, ω), and thus F (q, τ ), is reliable, we solve the previous relation with a fit of F (q, τ ), otherwise we use the Genetic Inversion via Falsification of Theories (GIFT) [21, 22] algorithm, which is a wellestablished statistical analytic continuation approach [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29] .
In the LL case, we obtain the energy ǫ = 9.834(5) · 10 −9 , compatible with the perturbative expression [30] 
, where the uncertainty comes from the errorbar assigned to a 1D . In the TG case, we obtain the energy ǫ = 1.6442(4)·10 −6 , consistent with the ideal Fermi gas (IFG) value ǫ = (πnR C ) 2 /6 = 1.6449 · 10 −6 . In the HR case we simulate N = 25 particles and choose a higher density nR C = 0.01, to ease convergence. We obtain the energy ǫ = 1.7747(2) · 10 −4 , which is fully compatible with the HR result [15] at na 1D = 0.038, ǫ = (πnRC )
In Fig. 2(a) we show the pair distribution function. One sees the dramatic effect of interaction in going from the weak LL regime to the TG regime, which agrees with the IFG expression g 2 (r) = 1
2 , where an effective Fermi wave-vector has been defined as k F = πn. The HR result is in reasonable agreement with the low-density and distance expansion g 2 (r)
2 /3. In the inset we notice that in the TG case at short distances g 2 (r) is larger than the value expected from the corresponding model, and drops to zero at r ≃ R C . This is due to the soft-core nature of the shoulder potential. In general, at low density, we expect and indeed observe non-universal effects appearing at very short distances.
In Fig. 2(b) we show the static structure factor. For q → 0 the LL case displays a phononic behavior, which is in agreement with the velocity of sound of the weakly interacting LL model c = nγ 1/2 /m. The TG regime compares well with the IFG result S(q) = q/2k F (q ≤ 2k F ), S(q) = 1 (q > 2k F ). In the HR regime, due to the small na 1D ≃ 0.04, we observe a small deviation from the IFG result which is evident especially at q ≃ 2k F [14] .
In Fig. 3 we show the dynamical structure factor. Units of momentum 2k F and frequency E F / = k 2 F /2m are most useful to compare to IFG predictions. Since the LL case is very weakly interacting, a single decaying exponential is sufficient to fit the calculated F (q, τ ) = S(q)e −ω0τ . In panel (a) one sees that the resulting spectrum is almost free-particle-like, but in the inset the linear long-wavelength Bogoliubov dispersion is shown to be consistent with our data. In the TG case, S(q, ω) should be constant within the particle-hole band delimited by the boundaries ω
. We indeed easily fit F (q, τ ) = S(q)(e −ω1τ − e −ω2τ )/[τ (ω 2 − ω 1 )], identifying two boundary frequencies ω 1,2 that compare well with the IFG result. We ascribe the discrepancy at some momenta, for example at q = 2k F , to finite size effects in the lower frequency threshold, which is known to scale at this momentum as 1/N . The complete evolution of S(q, ω) in the LL model can be found in [31] . In the HR regime we use the GIFT algorithm to estimate S(q, ω), since no simple form of the spectrum is expected [29] . In panel (b), the resulting color plot is shown, compared to Feynman's approximation ω FA (q) = q 2 /[2mS(q)] [32], the IFG particle-hole band and the renormalized HR particle-hole band ω
2 , which can be derived from nonlinear Luttinger theory [22, 29, 33] . The support of the spectrum is clearly identified by the GIFT algorithm, and, at this level of precision, the spectrum is not peaked along Feynman's approximation, but along the lower HR threshold ω − HR (q), as one expects for a system which is less compressible than the IFG [14, 22] .
Conclusions
We have presented the Quantum Monte Carlo study of a system of dilute onedimensional soft spheres at zero temperature. We have investigated both the statics and the dynamics of the system. A remarkable part of this work has been testing the SPIGS method with a new potential and wave-function, by using well-known one-dimensional models as a check of our program in the dilute regime. In order to make the comparison with such models, we performed the calculation of the shoulder potential scattering length for varying strength U . We managed to recover static and dynamical properties of the the Lieb-Liniger model, both in the weakly interacting regime, and in the strongly interacting Tonks-Girardeau limit, where the behavior is similar to the Ideal Fermi Gas. In the strongly interacting regime, the system is well described by the Hard-Rods model. This study allows us to consider higher-density regimes, for example fixing a 1D = 0 [10] or increasing U to describe cluster phases [8] .
